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INTRODUCTION 

Policies which are justified on economic grounds may not 
always seem politically feasible. This observation has been true 
in the case of tax structures in general and has tended to be true 
for highway user taxation in particular. While nationwide both 
public administrators and economists have overwhelmingly agreed 
that expenditures for highway programs should be paid for on the 
basis of the benefit principle of taxation, this agreement has not 
culminated in a similarly widespread commitment to ascertaining how 
the burdens (highway costs) should be allocated among highway users.* 
This paper addresses this issue of cost allocation from two stand- 
points- 

i. Is there a reasonable case for some commitment 
to analyzing highway cost allocation in Virginia? 

2. And, if studying cost allocation is desirable, what 
can be learned from the literature about an appro- 
priate methodology for a cost allocation study in 
Virginia? 

THE CASE FOR ANALYZING COST ALLOCATION 

In Virginia, considerable sums of money are generated and 
expended on transportation facilities, particularly highways. The 
highway user taxes which have supported these expenditures through 
an earmarked trust fund are predicated upon the cost responsibility 
principle of taxation; that is, if a significant portion of public 
expenditures are for the benefit of an identifiable group, the cost 
of the programs benefiting these identifiable groups should be borne 

*States which have committed significant efforts to this issue 
are- 0regon, Wisconsin, New York, and Georgia. 



by them. Because there are several classes of highway usems, an 
equitable highway usem tax stmucture has been typically described 
as one in which subsidies from one class of usems to another ame 
avoided. The impomtance of imposing chamges (tax mates) which 
are appropriate to recover the costs occasioned by each user class 
goes further than equity, however. Such a tax structure approxi- 
mates a market pricing mechanism, and as such contributes to in- 
creased efficiency in the overall allocation of resources. 

In recent years, the single most important user Zax has been 
the fuel tax, and among classes of users all have paid the same 
rate, with the exception of the operators of heavy trucks. Since 
1@58, when the gross receipts tax was repealed, these for-hire 
common carriers have paid a $0.02 per gallon Toad tax, supposedly 
reflecting their additional occasioned costs.(1) Because the 
last major change in the tax structure that involved a differential 
among user classes was occasioned by the passage of this $0.02 road 
tax, it is reasonable Zo assume, for the purposes of this paper, 
that with the institution of that $0.02 differential, the tax struc- 
ture was equitably designed, at least in the sense thaX the legis- 
lature had agreed that a fuel tax differential of a particular 
magnitude between cars, pickups and vans, and heavy trucks was re- 
quired. Although one must assume that the institution of the road 
tax differential increased the equity of the tax structure, as will 
be noted below the nature of the tax structure can be easily eroded 
through time, particularly if a change in one aspect of the struc- 
ture is not examined in terms of how it affects the entire structure. 

For example, in 1959 the motom fuel tax was $0.06 pem gallon 
payable at the pump by all users; the road tax on common carriers 
was $0.02 a 88% differential. In 19•5 the motor fuel tax was 
increased to $0.017 while the road tax remained at $0.02, thus re- ducing the differential to 28%. In 1972, due to rapidly rising 
construction costs, the fuel tax was increased to $0.09 per gallon; 
yet the road tax remained at $0.02 to reduce the differential to 22%.(2) 

Obviously, the fact that the gasoline tax rate has been changed 
several times since 1958 while the road tax has remained constant 
indicates that the equity between the class of users which pay the 
road tax and those classes that do not has been altered signifi- 
cantly. (2) While these legislative changes are singularly responsi- 
ble for a significant change in the tax structure among vehicle 
weight classes, changes in other factors have intensified the need 
for some commitment to examine the existing tax structure from the 
standpoints of equity and cost allocation. Among these factors 
are the following" 



I. fedemal incmeases in truck weight limits 
which lead to significantly increased 
maintenance and construction cosZs; 

2. changes in the distmibution of traffic over 
Zime, in terms of both the light vehicle/ 
heavy vehicle mix and the resident/non- 
resident heavy vehicle mix; 

3. the likelihood of highway tax increases in 
the future which will again alter the tax 
shares among users; and 

changes in the type of highway and transporta- 
tion programs being funded. 

On balance, what do the factors noted above suggest about the 
equity of the current highway user tax strucZure? One is on solid 
ground, in the writer's opinion, in arguing that since the initiation 
of the $0.02 road tax in 1958, light vehicles have paid an increas- 
ingly higher share of highway costs in the sense that Zhe road tax 
rate as a share of the motor fuel tax rate has not maintained its 
original level. In this context, heavy axle loads have been in- 
creasingly subsidized by lighZer axle loads. Furthermore, given 
the recent passage of federal legislation raising the maximum weight 
limits on common carriers, the tendency towards tax burdens to be- 
come misaligned with actual occasioned costs has probably been in- 
tensified. 

Thus, it is contended that two points are fairly clear" 
(I) Through acquiescence, the legislature has allowed whatever equity 
existed in the tax structure in 1958 to be altered. (2) The changes 
in tax shares paid by different weight classes have tended to reduce 
the relative tax burden of heavy axle loads so that a general case 
for increasing the tax-diffg•.ential between heavy and light axle 
loads is reasonably strong.•Z) However, estimates of costs occa- 
sioned by different weight classes would aid significantly in the 
development of appropriaZe tax rates. 

In the following section, some of the recent literature on 
cost allocation is presented to provide insight into appropriate 
methods for allocating costs. 



WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM THE LITERATURE 

AASHT0 As the Basis of Recent Studies 

Cost allocation and highway usem tax equity have meceived 
significant attention recenZ!y at the fedemal govemnment level 
as well as among sevemal states. Fore example, in the 1978 
Sumface Transportation Act, Congress called for a new study of 
highway cost allocation to be completed by Januamy 1982. In 
February 197@• the Congressional Budget Office p•epared a ••e• 
entitled Guidelines for a .Stud.y_.of H. ighw.a.y Cos.t_.A.llocation to 
assist in the-th•ei-yeam study mequlmed by the Act. •u'b•'ished 
works at the state level include meports on a March 1979 cost 
allocation study performed by the Geomgia DOT, a 197.6 cost me- 
sponsibility study completed by the Oregon DOT, and a 1978 study 
of cost allocation prepamed by the Wisconsin DOT. All of these 
effomts were aimed at devising and implementing a tax structure 
consistent with occasioned highway costs fore diffement vehicle 
weight classes. 

While there is little question that heaviem axle loads 
occasion greater costs than lighter loads, difficulties arise in 
accurately determining exact costs occasioned by each weight group. 
Nevertheless the engineeming evidence collected during the AASH0 
Road Tests provides a wealth of infommation to aid in this determi- 
naZion and, although the tests weme completed in 1981, the evidence 
and formulas developed in that $27 million study are generally ac- 
cepted by the engineeming community and ame applicable to curment 
cost allocation studies. Furthermome, while awaiting the 1982 cost 
allocation womk commissioned undem the Sumface Tmansportation Act, 
results of the AASHO tests are in fact the state of the art. (See 
for example the 1972 AASHTO Interim Guide fore the Design of Pavement 
Structures.) In"fa•t-•i•'"•'•'Oiewing e•• th• mo•t' •e'cen•ly •om•e•ed 
cost allocation studies (Zhe 0megon study and the Georgia study), 
one will find that the assumptions about relative cost assignments 
by vehicle weight classes dmaw heavily from the data developed by 
the •SHTO. Therefore, it is quite defensible to dmaw on the 
AASHT0 womk as a basis for cost allocation womk. 

The• .I.ncr em,.e.nt a ! AR.p•oa.ch. 
The mos• widely accepted appmoach to analyzing highway costs 

is the incmemental app•moach. Generally, this approach attempts to 
assign each element of highway cost to the class of vehicle which 
occasions that cost. Within this general appmoach, there ame two 
avenue s 



1. assignment from the standpoint of occasioned 
construction costs alone, and 

2. assignment of incremental pavement cost on 
the basis of damage. 

To every extent possible, the assignment of costs of pavement 
should be based upon estimates of how each weight class damages 
pavement, not on the basis of occasioned construction cost. The 
justification of this point is cleam. If costs are assigned 
solely on the basis of the added construction expenditure over 
and above that necessary to support a basic vehicle, heavy vehicles 
are favored because pavement strengths increase to the seventh power 
of the added thickness. This means that a great deal of strength 
is added by the 8th inch of pavement as compared to the first 7 
inches of pavement, and the assignment of cost on the basis of added 
strength allows heavy axle loads unfair advantage of the economy of 
scale in pavement construction.(3) However, from the standpoint of 
damage, the AASHT0 results show that a 20,000-ib., single-axle does 
the damage of approximately 5,000 cars.* Although the incremental 
approach is a simple concept in the sense that vehicles bear the 
costs occasioned by them, it requires some amplification. Costs 
should be separated into two categories uniquely occasioned costs 
and jointly occasioned costs. 

Uniquely occasioned costs are those costs that can be assigned 
to a single class of vehicle. Some examples are" 

1. Guardrails light vehicles 

2. Climbing lanes low power-to-weight ratio 
vehicles 

3. Overlooks and scenic roads light vehicles 

4. Truck weigh stations heavy vehicles 

With mespect to such costs as a category, if the overriding purpose 
of a facility or impmovement is to meet the needs of a pamZiculam 
class of vehicle, this class should be assigned the pmoject cost. (Impmovements to coal haul moads is an excellent example.) 

*See Appendix A. 



Jointly occasioned costs are the responsibility of all users, although they may be disp•opomtionately ascmibed Zo some classes 
of users. These are the costs which are usually thought of as being melated to size, weight, or axle weight of vehicles; howevem, 
wheme expenditures ame for the common good (as possibly in the case 
of signals) then costs could be allocated on the basis of vehicle 
miles of travel. Proposed guidelines for major jointly occasioned 
costs follow.* 

i. Paving and •_e•.um.faci..n.g..!.os.t.s. These costs should 
be allocated mn pmopomtion to the axle-load equivalent 
of each class (as developed by the AASHT0 in the 1972 
Intemim Guide), except fore some small potation (maybe 
i0• to 1'5'•') of pavement which doesn't depreciate with 
vehicular use. This small portion of cost should be 
allocated accomding to the existing tmaffic mix. 

2. Rightr..of-Way costs. A basic or minimum right-of-way 
•idth must be established (possibly i0 ft.). Then 
the common cost portion is calculated on the basis of 
minimum width to actual width on each system. The 
costs remaining (or incremental costs) should be 
allocated according to design-hour passenger car equivalents. 

3. Widening costs. These costs should be allocated acco•ding'-•'6 design-hou• passenger ca• equivalents. 

4. Bridge. costs. This item is very difficult to 
analyze be'CAuse the question of what is a "basic 
bridge" comes into play. Bridge costs could be 
allocated by calculating common costs on the basis 
of the dead-load-to-total-load ratio then assigning 
the remainder of costs on the basis of vehicle ton- 
miles. 

5. C__ogt s of gmadi..n,•...a.nd .cojnpac_tion. This, again, is a 
difficult cost totem to assign, since it vamies by 
both system and terrain. The suggestions are as 
follows- 

a. Since subgmade compaction improves pavement 
durability, these costs should be allocated 
along with paving. 

*These are based upon the guidelines pro.posed by the Congressional 
Budget Office for the study mandated by the 1978 Surface Trans- 
portation Assistance Act. 



b. Embankment compaction should be a common 
cost up to minimum road width. Costs beyond 
that should be assigned by design-hour volume 
in passenger car equivalents. 

975 

c. Common excavation costs should be determined 
on the basis of minimum pavement width. Assign 
remaining costs by design-hour, terrain-specific, 
passenger car equivalents. 

Pertinent Findings from the. Oregon Cost Allocation Study 

1. In Oregon, approximately 78% of highway costs are assignable; 
only 2•% are common costs. The common cost items were assigned 
on the basis of vehicle miles of travel (VMT) and of the total 
budget; heavy vehicles pay approximately 88%. 

2. In assigning construction costs, the "basic road" is a road 
adequate for a 8,000-1b. gross weight vehicle. Increased costs 
occasioned by successively heavier vehicles and axle weights 
are Zhe responsibiliZy of those heavier vehicles. Appendix 
B shows increments of added pavement and base required for 
greater axle weights. Within each axle weight class, added 
costs are assigned in proportion Zo total axle miles. 

One foot of lane width and 2 ft. of shoulder are considered 
the sole responsibility of heavy axles (see Appendix C). 

4. Increased structural strength of bridges is required for 
increases in gross vehicle weight above 20,000 lb.. Struc- 
tural strength requirements level off at a gross weight, of 
44,000 lb.. 

5. Maintenance costs are allocated as follows" 

a. Eighty percent of the surface maintenance costs 
are the responsibility of vehicles heavier than 
the basic vehicle. 

b. Eighty percent of shoulder maintenance costs are 
assigned to heavy vehicles. 

c. Fifty percent of bridge maintenance costs are 
assigned to heavy vehicles. 



8. Development of the tax schedule in Omegon is based upon estimating a weight-mile cost responsibility schedule by 
2,000 lb. gmoss weight gmoups; then, for melatively light 
vehicles, that weight-mile tax is converted to a fuel tax. 
For heaviem vehicles, a weight-mile tax is paid. 
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APPENDIX C 

SURFACING RESPONSIBILITY 
Source: Oregon Cost Responsibility Study 

r" SLOPE FOR LATERAL SUPPORT 

_:' ._•.,• 

DESIGN REQUIRED FOR LIGHT VEHICLES ONLY 

SLOI• FOP. LATERAL SUPI:N:)RI" 

DESIGN REQUIRED FOR TRAFFIC INCLUDING HEAVY VEHICLES 
(b) 

GRADING RESPONSIBILITY 

Responsibility of basic vehicte o be_._..•shared by all vehicles 
accordance with distance travelled. 

Scale respo•sibility of heavy vehicles. 




